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The realities surrounding the psychological experience of disability, plus the intervention techniques

used to resolve some of the problems, have changed dramatically since the publication of the first

edition of this classic text. This revised edition describes changes that have come out of the

Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as technological advances, new legislation, and evolving

health care systems. It addresses the growing interest in racial and ethnic diversity, and includes an

exploration of spirituality and disability, as well as a look at new partnerships, such as within the

community, that have developed.
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"Destined to become an instant classic. These renowned clinicians/authors offer a dizzying array of

contemporary, disability-based topics written in an entertaining, practical, concise, jargon-free style.

They offer innumerable clinical vignettes to underscore their message....This book is a must read for

both the fledgling student and the veteran rehabilitation professional. One only stands to gain by

reading this most comprehensive resource."  --Lester Butt, PhD, ABPP, Diplomate in Rehabilitation

Psychology, American Board of Professional Psychology Fellow, American Psychological

Association, Chairman of the Department of Psychology, Craig Hospital, Englewood, CO



"The realities surrounding the psychological experience of disability, plus the intervention

techniques used to resolve some of the problems, have changed dramatically since the publication

of the first edition of this classic text. This revised edition describes changes that have come out of

the Americans with Disabilities Act, as well as technological advances, new legislation, and evolving

health care systems. It addresses the growing interest in racial and ethnic diversity, and includes an

exploration of spirituality and disability, as well as a look at new partnerships, such as within the

community, that have developed. "

Came sooner than expected, great price. Was the exact book I needed and in great condition

Book was perfect and arrived just in time

I found this book to be interesting, though it was short , the points made by the author really hit

home for me.

Nancy Crewe was my advisor and a giant in her field.

I used it for a book in school and nothing was wrong with it. I did not actually read the book I only

used it for my assignments

Outdated, and dull graphically!

Honest seller. Product exactly as promised. Great eBayer

This book was a required reading for a Masters class... clear and easily understood, if a little

simplistic... common sense for anyone who has worked in the field for a while but overall a good

collection of informaiton.
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